Mousetrapper
– the wellness mouse

Mousetrapper is the mouse alternative that prevents RSI and other
problems that can occur when you use a conventional mouse.
Because Mousetrapper is positioned centrally in front of the
keyboard it encourages an ergonomically healthy position that keeps
your arms close to your body and your hands near the keyboard.

Why Mousetrapper?
Most people who try get helpt
Changing to a Mousetrapper makes a
difference. The vast majority of those who
try out one of our products continue to use it
– eight out of ten say they find it beneficial!
Easy to get started
Our Control Pad has been developed to
reduce strain on your hands, arms,
shoulders and neck. Getting started and
learning to use it is easy.
Customize the buttons as you like
MT Keys, the programme which allows you
to select the function of each key, can be
downloaded free of charge. Customise
usage to suit your needs!

Developed, designed and
manufactured in Sweden
We set high standards in terms of both
ergonomic features and attractive, timeless
design. Everything from design and
development to production and quality
control takes place in our headquarters
outside Stockholm.
More than 25 years of experience
We know what we are talking about –
we have been developing ergonomic
mouse alternatives for over 25 years.
Our Mousetrappers have a 2-year guarantee
but have a considerably longer lifespan.

Contact us
info@mousetrapper.com
+46 (0)8 122 124 40

www.mousetrapper.co.uk

Which Mousetrapper suits you?
Product

Lite

MT114 (titanium gray),
MT115 (red)

Product description

Connection

Compatible with
MT Keys

Programmable
buttons

Basic model
with left- and
right-click, double-click
and scroll.

USB cable

No

-

Six programmable
keys and accent colours
in white or coral.

USB cable

Yes

6

Premium version of
Advance 2.0, with
wipeable wrist supports
in PU material.

USB cable

Yes

6

Wireless usage and
eight programmable
keys.

USB cable, wireless via
Bluetooth

Yes

8

The first ergonomic
mouse with an
integrated keyboard.

USB cable, wireless via
Bluetooth

Yes

19

Advance 2.0

MT112 (white),
MT120 (coral)

Advance 2.0+

MT122

Prime

MT123

Alpha

MT116

Accessories

Armrest

Armrest

Active Mat

Laptop/Tablet Stand

Standfriend

TB214

TB202

TB401

TB402

Suitable for Lite, Advance 2.0,
Advance 2.0+, Prime

Suitable for Alpha

TB501
Black metal stand
TB502
Light gray metal stand

